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Richard Robinson, who as the longtime head of Scholastic Inc. shaped the reading habits of millions of young readers through such bestsellers as J.K. Rowling's “Harry ...
Richard Robinson, longtime Scholastic CEO, dead at 84
With help from Harry Potter, the Magic School Bus and the Baby-Sitters Club, he created the largest publisher and distributor of children’s books.
Richard Robinson Dies at 84; Turned Scholastic Into an Empire
The Spanish flu or the H1N1 influenza of 1918 infected 500 million people worldwide, an epidemic far more cataclysmic than Covid-19. The artists and writers who suffered from the virus, delineated ...
Painting the Spanish Flu: How iconic art and literature depicted the ailing, the dead
Richard L. Rubenstein taught in the Department of Religion from 1971-95. In 1977, he was named The Robert O. Lawton Distinguished Professor.
Florida State remembers late Holocaust scholar Richard L. Rubenstein
The research group of Clarkson University Associate Professor of Chemistry & Biomolecular Science and Kodak CAMP Distinguished Professor Mario Wriedt has co-published a paper about PFAS removal in the ...
Clarkson University Research Team Details New Toxin Removal Process
Richard Wright and James Baldwin were drawn together as satellites of an American literary world contracted ... to my mind “How to See a Work of Art in Total Darkness,” a study by the art ...
What We Want from Richard Wright
For World Environment Day (5 June), we take a look at some of the groundbreaking research from across Queen Mary's Faculty of Science and Engineering that is helping to improve global understanding of ...
World Environment Day – How Queen Mary research is helping to protect the planet
Martha Tedeschi, the Elizabeth and John Moors Cabot Director of the Harvard Art Museums, announced today the appointment of Horace D. Ballard as the new Theodore E. Stebbins Jr. Associate Curator of ...
Horace D. Ballard Appointed New Curator of American Art at the Harvard Art Museums
In recognition of Juneteenth, NSU Art Museum Fort Lauderdale will present “Looking Forward, Looking Back: Freedom, Afrofuturism and Reflections on Juneteenth,” a free virtual panel discussion on ...
Free Juneteenth Discussion to Launch NSU Art Museum's New Community Voices Program
Since 2008, the Dance Your Ph.D. contest has recognized researchers who show artistic and scientific merit in translating their Ph.D. thesis into a dance.
Sharing Science Through Art: Explaining Ph.D. Results Through Dance
Kind of like phases of the moon, James and Leigh Ann Van Fossan know well the phases of skepticism that can gradually cross a face.
The art side of the moon: Local couple's artwork headed to lunar surface
It was only a handful of springtimes ago I discovered the book, daydreaming through my Surrealism lectures at the barmy Byam Shaw School of Art off ... I’d found a literary soulmate.
Book of a Lifetime: Les Chants de Maldoror by the Comte de Lautréamont
1 The main researcher behind the piece is Richard ... for more research.9 RH: The book invokes economic language and measurement to think through the problem of the literary publishing industry ...
The History of Publishing Is a History of Racial Inequality
“It’s part of a pattern,” says Adeline Johns-Putra, a literary scholar at Xi’an ... that is extremely research-heavy,” says Howell. “[The authors] work very hard to understand the ...
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Can Climate Fiction Writers Reach People in Ways That Scientists Can’t?
Half of the Richard King Mellon Foundation’s grant to Carnegie Mellon ... Each of the recipients, which work in the visual arts, theater, music, dance, literary arts, and arts education throughout Los ...
Richard King Mellon Foundation Awards $150 Million to Carnegie Mellon U.
Themes run the gamut of timely topics from immunization and mental health to systemic racism and capitalist consumerism.
Literary Links: One Read finalists address range of timely topics
The annual event features a nationally-recognized guest speaker and research presentations from SIU SDM students. Keynote speaker Richard Gregory ... is to advance the art and science of dentistry ...
Dental school research students honored
The office, his fourth home in Richard Peng Hall in as many ... ironically, he’d been much closer to the height of his literary fame, such as it was, and might conceivably have hoped for ...
‘The Plot,’ by Jean Hanff Korelitz: An Excerpt
Phoenix Art Museum is accepting submissions for a juried grant program called the Sally and Richard Lehmann Emerging ... where she plans to do research, return to studio work, and launch several ...
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